
Lecture 20 – Matrix optimization in ML 
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Primal-dual pair of problems 

Primal problem 

Dual problem 

Interior point method – O(n6) operations/iter 



Block coordinate ascent  
Update one row and one column of the dual matrix W at each step 

  



Block coordinate ascent subproblem 
Update one row and one column of the dual matrix W at each step 

  



Subproblem reformulation 

w12 =W11¯



Remember Lasso! 

Primal-Dual pair of problems 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dual subproblem  

w12 =W11¯

The dual subproblem is the Lasso problem 



Remember coordinate descent for Lasso 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Soft-thresholding operator 



Remember coordinate descent for Lasso 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No need to compute W1/2 



•  Consider: 

•  Quadratic upper approximation 

          

Prox method with nonsmooth term 

Assume that g(y) is such that the above 
function is easy to optimize over y 



 

•  Minimize quadratic upper approximation on each  iteration 

 
  

•  If µ· 1/L then in O(L/²) iterations finds solution       

ISTA/Gradient prox method 



 

•   Minimize upper approximation at an “accelerated”  point.  

•  If µ· 1/L then in               iterations finds solution       

Fast first-order method 
Nesterov, Beck & Teboulle 



 

•  Minimize upper approximation function Qf,µ(x,y) on each  iteration 

Example 1 (Lasso and SICS) 

Closed form 
solution! 

O(n) effort 



First order method 

Can be written in the form  

The step of a first order method 
with gradient given below 

Given C: 



First order method 

Each step requires gradient computation  

Fails if C+ is not psd. 



 

 

Collaborative prediction 

Find  matrix X of the lowest rank that has given entries 

Nuclear norm of matrix X 

is the tightest convex relaxation of 
rank(X) 



 

Example 3 (Collaborative Prediction) 

Closed form 
solution! 

O(n^3) effort  



l  Problem: 
 
          

Group Lasso regression 

  

  

  

•  Assume that columns of A form groups of 
correlated features. 
•  Find sparse vector x where nonzeros are 
selected according to groups 
•  xi is a subvector of x corresponding to the i-th 
group of features. 



 

l  Very similar to the previous case, but with ||.|| instead of |.| 

Example 2 (Group Lasso) 

Closed form 
solution! 

O(n) effort  


